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CLOSURE AND REVERSIBLE SPOUT ASSEMBIJIES 

‘FOR "CONTAINERS 

=RichardtL. Parish, Jr., North Salem,‘N;Y.,‘and-:Carl ‘R. 
Bee, Warren, Ohio, assignorstto American Flange .& 
Manufacturing Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.l, .acorpora 
?on of Delaware 

Filed Apr. 1'19, ‘1956, Ser. No.'579;-180 

‘This invention ‘relates'to spout constructions for ‘con 
"tain‘ers and “is particularly concerned with "spouts,‘and 
jnozzles for mounting the 'same, ‘for‘facilitating the carry 
“ing of the spout ‘and the forming of a tight closure when 
"in transit, and for supporting the‘spout in reversed ex 
tended rigid position, ‘for pouring. ‘ 
The principal object of thisinventioni‘isto provide ‘for 

reversible ‘spouts and nozzles for ‘mounting the same 
about a ‘container wall opening, where all ‘the ‘require 
‘ments ‘for e?ective closing-during-transit‘or storage and 
-*‘for eliective pouring, are met in simple and-economical 
‘manner. 

Another ‘object is to ‘provide spout and ‘nozzle ‘com 
v“binations wherein the same gasketing '1 serves -to=prevent 
1‘leakage, whether the spout be extended for poun'ng‘or 
; reversed for storage. 

‘Another object is ‘to ‘provide unitary structurejfor eifec 
'tively closing the container with the-spout ‘inverted-there 
“in and for rigidly mounting‘ the‘ spout‘forHpour-in‘g. 

“Still another object is to "provide *for quick l?lling of 
“the container. 

{A‘turther object is t‘o'fiorrn‘lnozzles and <screwl‘caps 
‘therefor, capable of rigidly'tmounting a spoutY-in‘inverted 
“storage or extended“pouring-positionsfbut which nozzles 
-‘-‘and “screw ‘caps will talsoiform a tight"closurewhetherior 
notthe-spout be present. _ 

A'still further object ‘is l'toivaccompli'sh’the foregoing 
with a minimum ‘of parts related in a simple andAself 
==explanatory manner and capable of‘ suggesting: the proper 
~1t‘1tilization “thereof ‘to any! recipient ‘of ‘ the - container. 

‘Further and more detailed objects -will lint-part The 
‘obvious and in partt‘belpointed-outaas the‘ description-‘of 

*In that drawing: 
Fig. ‘1 is a t‘vertical‘se‘ctiontlof awfra'g‘m'ent {ofsa-Ieon 

?»tainer,‘ including the ‘head-1 thereof, illustratinglthe applica 
tion ‘of the spout and {nozzle ‘of the ‘ invention ‘thereto, 
“with Ithe "spout ‘Iin inverted position “for ‘shipment cor 

- vstorage. ‘ 

Fig. 2 is¢=a side televationppartly in ‘section, ‘-'of~»the 
t spout tpersetin. extended position. 

‘Fig. 3 is an enla-rgedl-tra‘gmentary section of :a ‘portion 
ref the‘ skirt, around the ‘fbase‘izf ithe'wspout,‘:showingxthe 
v“particulari-forrnation‘thereof. ' 

Fig. f4-vis ‘a ‘top/plan ?view'lofea .nozzle'l'in :accordan‘ce 
‘ with the invention. 

7(Fig. 5 I is lan‘ielevation lot‘ the nozzle, partly'sin section, 
11-taken outlines 5—‘5 oflF-ig. l4‘ and tlookingrin thetrdirec 
‘l-tion/of the‘ arrows. ‘ 

“ ?in'struction ‘disc. ‘ 

‘iEigxTis a‘tsectio'n thereofttakenio‘n tlines '7--.:-7;oftEig'.'16. ' 
"Fig-58 =isAa top plant-view iofha“ screw.oap._.z ‘accordance 

‘with the invention. 
Fig. 9 is a vertical section thereof, taken-=on-vlines'E9.-..—9 

‘tof'Fig. .81 andl‘flooking iin' the :direction toftthesarrows. 
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.partly .in‘section, of a fragment of container ‘wall stock 
‘with a nozzle secure'd'the‘reto 'as'in Fig. land illustrating 
.the positional're‘lationship‘of the spout, ‘instruction disc 
and ‘screw cap ‘therefor ‘with ‘the spout in inverted 
‘position. 

Fig. ‘11 ‘is'an ,‘elevation, ,partly ‘broken-away and ‘shown 
‘in section, of‘thejparts as showniin 'Fig. '10, assembled 
-‘in ‘closed ‘position. 

“Fig. "'12‘3is 'a‘reverse view-showing the spout ‘in extended 
pouring position. 

‘Fig. "13 is aplanview of a modi?ed form‘of instruc 
‘tion disc. ' 

‘Fig. '14 is a vertical ise‘ction‘thereof, taken ,on‘lines 
~1'?3'—-’_1'3>of ‘Fig. 11 and looking in the direction of the 
arrows. 

I 5Fig. v~15 ‘is a~view similar to Fig. 11, ‘with the instruc 
tion'disc of‘Fig. :1-3 replacing“ that ofiFig. 6; and 

7’Fig. ‘16"is an elevation, partly‘br'okentaaway and shown 
"in ~‘section,“_o'f a modi?ed ‘form of spout construction ca 
‘ pable‘of use with-the- nozzle of the invention. 

"Considering‘the construction" of‘the invention in detail, 
wherein like parts are given like "reference ‘characters, the 
"container-1‘, as shown in Fig. 1, is provided with a head 

Isuita'bly formed ‘at 3 for ‘the securement thereto ‘of 
the bordering element ‘for the opening and for'mounting 
the ‘spout, whicht'elem'ent is generally‘indicated at 4 and 
‘is ‘known in the trade as a “nozzle.” ‘Such nozzle -is 
"formed to 1receive‘the spout, ‘generally indicated at "'5. 
Theopening through the nozzle maybe closed against 
‘*leakage,‘ whether vor ‘not ‘the spout is present, by'means 
'of‘la \screw cap 6 ‘and the closing or instruction disc "7. 

‘J'Consi‘dering ?rst the construction of‘the nozzle 4, ‘it 
*will'bezseen it is preferably a sheet metal‘member, though 
it may be made of othersuitable material and generally 
takeslthe-form of an inverted cup. Around the ‘bottom 
10f the‘ ‘side wall :8 thereof, ‘the nozzle 4 is stormed ‘with 

tupwardly androutwardly turned ‘clinching or securing 
‘ringi9. ‘This ring, prior to application to the container 
=wall, ‘forms an upwardly opening .channel‘on the ‘base 
gofiwhich an annular gasket 10‘is seated. This gasket 
is 1preferably composed .jof gasketing material of a nature 
»that--fcan‘tbeiapplied .ina ?uid :state-and which will settto 
vthe-kproper'Icomposition and resilience for gasketing pur 
‘poses. -.It‘may,<however, :be‘a pre-formed gasket whichtis 
sme're‘ly seated iniplace inxthe channel. 

The side "Wall ‘8 .of-the nozzle is generally‘. cylindrical 
‘sand is threaded throughout :the major portion of its height 
by working the metal into a thread formation .which 
:provides proper threads on both‘ its inner and outer sides. 
.‘Above‘the threaded'lportion the side wall 8 terminates in 
ie smallwupwardly extending‘cylindrical section 11 which 
is turned inwardly ‘in a ‘:bead form at '12 and then‘is 
=reverselyubent downwardlylin a‘ small downwardly ex 
tending portion ‘113. 
“From-the portion ?13 the‘ stock .of the vnozzle is bent 

:directlydnwardly in a ‘ledge ‘14,‘which‘terminates in a 
tshort‘upwardly extending tannularilip 15. This forma 
Ltion of‘the ledge 14, bordered ontone side by the down 
turned portion 13 and “the'tother by the .lip 15, provides 
‘an upwardly opening annular channel for the reception 
and retention‘ of an annulargasket 16. Again the gasket 
5'16~is preferably-‘applied bylrunning'the gasketing material 
tjinto'rthe channel in‘iiuid state and-allowing it to set into 

‘ the gasketing condition for which it is intended. When 
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$110 “is ' an iexp'lode'd i’view, partlyrzinazelevationwand i ' 

~iappl'ied this way the Fgasketingmaterial ?ows throughout 
{the ‘channel and, ‘while conforming itself thereto, seats 
‘itselfutherein in ;a .manner‘qto retain itself on its seat, 
tthoughtit is subjected ‘to; engagement at different posi 
tionstta‘nd different manners bywthe‘various parts wot-the 
‘spout and instruction disc. 

‘The reversible tspout “:5 has a: ‘generally cylindrical. body 
it?! v“which may, *Jifzrd65ii'64, .be'tmerely :a straight ‘cylinder 



‘extending rounded head 33. 
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or a section of a cone. As here shown, however, it ter 
minates at its upper end in an inclined mouth lying in a 
plane at an angle with respect to the axis of the cylin 
drical body. This provides for the securement thereto 
of an obliquely directed cylindrical extension 18, which 
is seamed at 1-9 to the material 20, bordering such mouth. 
The extension 18, as here shown, is generally cylindrical, 
is screw threaded at 21, adjacent its outer end, and is 
headed inwardly at 22, at that end, in an annular rim 
around the pouring opening 23. The bead 22 provides 
for the effective sealing reception of a gasket 24 lying 
within the base 25 of a screw cap generally indicated 
at 26. i 

From the periphery of its base 25, the screw cap 26 
extends down in a generally cylindrical side wall 27, 
formed with screw threads to mate with the screw threads 
21 at the end of the extension ‘18. The free end of the 
side wall 27 is preferably beaded or otherwise formed 
.over the member 28 in order to stiffen or reinforce it. 
The oblique extension .18 ‘, enables the contents of the 
container to be poured past the chime 29 of the container. 
Also it enables the spout to be used as a rest, during the 
pouring of the contents of the container. This form of 
spout body, with oblique extension, is generally referred 
to as being of the offset type. 
At its end, remote from the extension 18, the spout 

body 17 is integrally formed into a special base which 
performs a variety of functions. First there may be a 
short outwardly offset portion 30, of a slightly greater 
diameter than that of the body 17. The portion 30, or 
the side wall of the body 17 in the event there is no 
offset portion 30, terminates in a downwardly extending 
rounded annular vbead 31, from whence the stock is in 
clined upwardly and outwardly at 32 into an upwardly 

‘From the bead 33 the base 
terminates in a straight downturned sleeve portion 34, 
having a straight end face 35. 

Referring to Figs. 10, 11 and '12, it will be seen that 
the body portion 17 of the spout slides freely in the 
nozzle opening bordered by the lip 15. Thus when the 
spout is to be assembled with the nozzle in inverted po 
sition for shipping purposes, it is merely necessary to ap 
ply the screw cap 26 to the end of the portion 18, 
insert that end in the opening bordered by the lip 15 
and let the spout drop down. When an enlarged portion 
30 is used and it reaches the lip 15, it will ?t within 
the opening therethrough but may do so relatively snugly 
so that it will need a light push to seat the spout down 
all the way. When this is done the bead 33 will seat 
down on to the gasket '16 to form a leakproof joint 
therewith. 
The securing of the spout in inverted position and the 

completion of the closure is effected by the application 
of the instruction and sealing disc 7, followed by the ap 
plication of the screw cap‘ 6. The disc is circular in 
outline, has a raised center circular portion 36 bor 
dered by a downwardly concaved annular channel 37. 
Outwardly of the channel 37 the disc extends into an 
upwardly formed portion 38, continuing outwardly from 
the channel 37 and lying in a plane below that of the 
top 36. The portion 38 terminates in a short down 
turned cylindrical collar portion 39. 

Reverting now to Fig. 11, it is seen that when the spout 
5 is seated in fully retracted position and the disc 7 is 
in place, the center portion 36 of the disc will overlie 
the opening through the spout body 17, the portion 38 
will overlie the end face 35 of the sleeve portion 34 of 
the spout and will engage therewith, while the collar 39 
will extend down between the sleeve portion 34 of the 
spout and the downturned portion 13 of the nozzle in 
a light press ?t with that portion 13. The end face of 
the collar 39 seats down on, or into, the gasket 116. 

Effective seating and retaining of the spout and disc, 
I in the assembled position just indicated, is effected by the ‘ 
application of the screw. cap-6 thereover- This screw 
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cap, or ring, has a generally cylindrical threaded side 
wall 40 which mates with the threaded formation of 
the nozzle wall 8. The side wall 40 is headed or other 
wise formed around, at its lower end 41, to stilfen it. 
At its opposite end the wall 40 is inturned in the form 
of a ledge 42 which may have an intermediate corruga 
tion to stiffen it. 
The inner end of this ledge terminates in a down 

turned collar 43 bordering an opening through the screw 
cap dimensioned to receive the raised center portion 36 
of the instruction disc. Thus, as seen in Fig. 1:1, on 
the application of the screw cap 6 and tightening the 
same down over a nozzle to which a spout and disc have 
already been applied, the screw cap received the portion 
36 up in the opening therethrough and the downturned 
collar 43, being properly dimensioned therefor, seats in 
the channel 37 of the disc. The screwing down of the 
screw cap pushes the disc 7 downwardly, thus pushing 
the beaded rim 33 of the spout on to the gasket 16 as 
well as forcing the collar 39 of the disc down along the 

.side wall 13 of the nozzle and into engagement with 
, the gasket 16 carried by the nozzle. Preferably the col 
lar 43 and the border of the raised portion 36 are di 
mensioned to form a friction ?t so that the disc will be 
removed as the screw cap is removed. ‘It can then be 
pushed out of the screw cap by simple hand pressure. 
The engagement of the collar 39 with the gasket is 

an additional safeguard which is not needed so long 
as the screw cap 26 has been properly applied to the 
extension 1118 of the spout. Proper application of that cap 
with its gasket 24 will prevent any leakage up through 
the spout while the gasketing at 16 precludes leakage be 
tween the spout and the nozzle. Should either of the 
cap 26 or the spout 5 fail to form a tight joint with their 
respective seats, assurance against leakage is provided 
by the engagement of the portion 39 with the gasket 16. 
The seating of the spout in pouring position ?rst calls 

for it being removed from the opening and reversed 
into the Fig. 12 position. Here, again, it will be seen 
that the end face 35 on the sleeve 34 at the base of the 
spout, seats downon to the gasket 16 so that leakage 

I between the spout ‘and the nozzle is precluded. The 
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spout is e?fectively held in this position by the application 
of the screw cap 6 after the disc 7 has been removed 
therefrom. 
Here the collar 43 performs other important functions. 

Not only does the end face of the collar 43 seat in the 
channel formed by the downturned bead 31, around the 
?ange base, but the opening through the collar is dimen 
sioned to snugly receive the outer surface of the offset 
portion 30 of the spout when that offset is present. Thus 
when the screw cap is seated over the spout in its ex 
tended position and the cap is screwed home, it not 
only holds the spout in leakproof engagement with the 
gasket 16, but it also holds it rigid and in upright posi 
tion through the engagement of the portions 30 and 43. 
Hence the spout can be used as a rest while pouring, 
without disturbing the tight seal at the gasket 16. For 
pouring purposes, of course, the small screw cap 26 is 
removed. 'In the absence of the offset at 30 the collar 
43 holds the spout rigid principally by having its end 
face forced against the incline between the bead 31 and 
the reverse bend at the beginning of the sleeve 34. 
An alternate form of sealing and instruction disc is 

shown at Figs. 13 and 14. Here the disc has a'raised 
circular center portion 45, which is turned down at 46 
into a ?at ‘annular shelf 47. Outward of the shelf 47 
the disc turns upwardly again into an upwardly rounded 
annular beaded portion 48. The channel on the under— 
side of the portion 48 is ?lled with gasketing material 49, 
preferably ?owed into place therein. The disc terminates 
in the marginal edge 50 forming the outer border of the 
gasket channel. 

This disc seats in place on the nozzle and .over the 
spout in asomewhat different manner from the, disc 7 



‘of ‘the form ‘of "l :to ill. The structure ‘of the 
‘nozzle ‘is .just1the‘same as in those ?gures, but‘the pro 
“vision ‘of “the outwardly ‘extending channel formed by 
the beaded portion ‘48‘ena‘bles the gasket 49 to‘seat down 
-on .the rounded head 12 ‘formed‘at'theupper end of the 
nozzle. Thus ‘if any'liquid should‘leak ‘by the:gasket '16, 
or‘past the cap 26, ,and up "through'the‘spout '5, ‘it-would 
‘be'prevented‘from. escaping any further by the seal made 
*by the additional gasket 49 on the 3bead 12. 

The disc as here shown is held down tightly over 
‘.the‘nozzl'e by'the screw cap'6 and is also properly aligned 
axially‘with ‘respect ‘toitheJ-axis of the nozzle. This re 
sults ‘from the downturned collar 43 .of the screw cap 
'niaking a ‘close ‘?t with the downturned surface 46 be 
tween the‘top 45 and .the'ledge 47 of the disc.’ 
An valternative form of spout ‘for use ‘with the nozzles, 

screw caps, ete, ‘is generally illustrated at ‘50'inFig. 16. 
“In'this ‘instance the spout ‘is shown as straight rather than 
offset and fform‘edof a plastic of ‘su?icient ‘resilience to 
The ‘selffgasketing. Polyethylene :is an illustrative though 
nota‘limiting example‘of such aplastic, The spout body 
‘is shown as a right section of a cone having ‘a side wall 
51 of substantial thickness though the thickness here 
shown is somewhat exaggerated ‘forthe purposes of illus 
tration. ‘The wall thickness would be such as would be 
needed for the ‘forming of an effective spout out of the 
particular plastic selected. .On .its lower, larger end the 
spout bodylis formed with .anoutwardly extending collar 
r-commencing in a reduced section 52 and terminating in 
.an1enlargedsection providing upwardly and downwardly 
extending annular beads 53 and 5.4. 
The size and shape .of .the spout body 50 is such and 

the sections 52 .and 53 .and 5.4 are so .dimensioned that 
the spout can be ,e?ectiyelyseated 1in either the ‘extended 
.positi‘on,.as s'howninFig. .12, .or in the inverted position 
of Figs. 11 and 15. If in extended position the bead 54 
will seat on the gasket 16. The end face of the collar 
43 of the screw cap will seat down on the upper surface 
of the section 52 and the inner face of the collar 43 will 
engage the outer surface of the spout to retain its rigidity. 

In inverted position the bead 53 of the spout will 
engage the gasket 16 and will be held down on that seat 
by the ledge portion 38 of the disc 7, or the portion 47 
of the disc 45, as the case may be. In fact the gasket 
16 can, if desired, be eliminated in this instance, so long 
as the material has the self-gasketing characteristics of 
polyethylene. 
The outer end of the spout body 51 has integrally 

formed threads 55 extending outwardly therefrom for 
engagement with mated recesses in the side Wall 56 of 
the integral screw cap 57. This screw cap, if made of 
self-gasketing material like the spout, will gasket against 
the end of the spout and will make a liquid-tight joint 
therewith. 
From the foregoing description of the structure and 

operation of the spout assembly of the invention, it is 
apparent that the objects claimed therefor are fully 
achieved and that the spout introduces improvements in 
the art, going well beyond anything heretofore contem 
plated. It will be apparent, however, that though several 
embodiments of the invention have been shown and de 
scribed, the invention is not necessarily limited thereby 
but encompasses, also, such other embodiments as might 
suggest themselves to one skilled in the art. It is ac 
cordingly to be understood that the foregoing descrip 
tion of the invention, taken in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawing, is to be construed in an illustrative 
sense. 

Having described our invention, what we claim is new 
and seek to obtain Letters Patent for is: 

1. A reversible pouring spout for containers, which 
comprises an elongated hollow sheet metal spout body 
formed with a pouring end and a mounting end, said 
mounting end including an outwardly o?fset portion adja 
cent the end of said body, said end continuing from said 
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'o?set pjortion‘inte‘a downwardly‘ extending annular bead, 
"and said end =‘contin1iing from said downwardly ‘extend 
ing ‘head into ia‘n upwardly extending annular head, said 
end‘ ‘terminating in‘ ‘a “downwardly extending ‘cylindrical 
“portion terminating ‘in a =-fre'e “end ‘face. 

2. LIn?container elosure‘eons‘tructions, a. screw cap com 
“posed of ‘a ‘generally ‘cylindrical body having a cylin 
drical side wall with a screw threaded formation ‘im 
“parted thereto, the‘ upper'end‘of said body extending in 
wardly ‘in 'an annularjshelf portion and said shelf por 
tion terminating in a \downturned cylindrical ‘collar sur 
‘rounding "the‘opening-through said screw cap, the cylin 
der of said collar being ‘concentric with respect to ‘the 

. cylinderof ‘said ‘side ‘wall vand said ‘collar terminating in 
a‘free en'd'lface *lyingin'a-plane extending at right angles 
‘to the axis of said-cylinders, ‘whereby a spout ‘having an 
outer surface of substantially the ‘samediameter as the 
inner surface‘of'said collar and having an outwardly ex 
‘ften‘din-g ?ange at ‘the "base thereof with an annular chan 
nel ‘formed‘in'said‘i?angeland bordering said outer sur 
‘faceof said {spout ‘will ‘be 'held in rigid ‘position by the 
ieng'agementtofjsaid inner‘surfaceltof said collar with said 
outer’surface ‘of saidispout and’bylthe seating of said ‘free 
‘end fface‘of *said‘co'l-lar‘in said‘channel. ‘ 

'3. in container closure ‘constructions, a closure disc 
‘formed of, a disc-‘like element ‘ of ‘lightweight sheet ‘mate 
rial, ‘said disc-like element ‘being formed, with a center 
‘raised ‘circular ‘portion,- an outwardly extending ledge 
‘around said ‘raised portion, the portion of said ledge, 
where ‘the ‘same joins with said centre raised portion, 
‘beingéformed downwardly to provide an ‘upwardly open 
ing fannul-a'r =ehan'ne‘l, fsaid ‘ledge {extending radially out 
lwardly-tfromlsaid channel, ?'said ledge and said channel 
being ‘at a lower level ‘than ‘the ‘level of said raised por 
ation, said :ledge terminating :in a downwardly extending 
lip, said channel being formed for the reception of the 
end of a collar extending downwardly from a screw cap 
and said downwardly extending lip being formed to seat 
into an annular gasket on the downward forcing of said 
disc by the application of said screw cap thereto. 

4. A container closure comprising a nozzle, a screw 
cap and a closing disc, said nozzle being formed of light 
weight sheet material with screw threads in the side wall 
thereof, and having an inwardly extending ledge adja 
cent its upper end, a gasket secured in place on said 
ledge, said screw cap having a side wall formed with 
screw threads for mated engagement with the exterior 
of said side wall of said nozzle, said screw cap being 
formed with a downwardly extending annular collar in 
wardly spaced with respect to the side wall thereof, said 
closing disc being formed with a bordering edge portion 
for engagement with said gasket on said nozzle and a 
channel portion for reception by said collar of said screw 
cap, said screw cap, disc and nozzle being assembled 
with said disc mated with said screw cap and said edge 
of said disc engaging said gasket to provide a leakproof 
joint. 

5. A container closure comprising a nozzle, a screw 
cap and a closing disc, said nozzle being formed of light 
weight sheet material with screw threads in the side wall 
thereof, and having an upwardly extending bead at its 
upper end, the side wall of said nozzle being formed 
with screw threads, a screw cap having a side wall formed 
with screw threads \for mated engagement with the ex 
terior of said side wall of said nozzle, said screw cap; 
being formed with a downwardly extending annular collar 
inwardly spaced with respect to the side wall thereof, 
said closing disc being formed with a downwardly facing 
peripheral channel mated to said bead on said nozzle, 
a gasket secured in said channel and said disc having a, 
portion for reception by said collar of said screw cap, 
said screw cap, disc and nozzle being assembled with 
said disc mated with said screw cap and said gasket car-~ 
ried by said disc engaging said bead on said nozzle to’ 
provide a leakproof joint. 
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6. In reversible spout and nozzle constructions, arnoz 
zle and a spout, said nozzle formed as a generally cylin~ 
drical member having the upper end thereof turned in 
wardly to form an annular shelf, a gasket secured on 
said shelf, said spout formed as a hollow elongated mem 
ber having a body portion with a pouring end and a 
mounting end, said bodyyportion being slideably receiv 
able within the inner periphery of said shelf of said noz 
zle and said mounting end of saidv spout being formed 
with concentric annular beads, one of said beads extend 
ing downwardly with respect to the length of the spout 
and the other extending upwardly with respect thereto, 
said beads lying in an annular zone within the width of 
the zone of said gasket on said nozzle, whereby said spout 
may be seated in reverse positions with respect to said 
nozzle, with one of said beads engaging said gasket to 
form a leakproof joint. 

7. In reversible spout and nozzle constructions, a noz 
zle and a spout, said nozzle formed as a generally cylin 
drical member having the upper end‘thereof turned in 
wardly to .form an annular shelf, a gasket secured on 
said shelf, said spout ‘formed as a hollow elongated 
member having a body portion with a pouring end and 
a mounting end, said body portion being slideably receiv 
able within the inner periphery of said shelf of said noz 
zle and said mounting end of said spout being formed 
with radially spaced concentric annular beads, one of 
said beads being directed downwardly with respect to the 
length of the spout and the other being directed upwardly 
with respect thereto, said beads lying in an annular zone 
within the width of the annular zone of said gasket on 
said nozzle, whereby said spout may be seated in reverse 
positions with respect to said nozzle, with one of said 
beads engaging said gasket to form a leakproof joint. 

8. In reversible spout constructions, a nozzle, a spout 
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and a screw cap, said nozzle formed as a generally cylin 
drical screw threaded member having the upper end there 
.of turned inwardly to form an annular shelf, a gasket 
secured on said shelf, said spout formed as'a hollow 
elongated member having a body portion with a pouring 
end and a mounting end, said body portion being slide 
ably receivable within the inner periphery of said shelf 
of said nozzle and said mounting end of said spout being 
formed with radially spaced concentric annular engaging 
faces extending outwardly from said cylindrical portion, 
one of said faces extending downward with respect to the 
length of the spout and the other extending upward with 
respect thereto, said faces lying in an annular zone with 
in the Width of the zone of said annular gasket on said 
nozzle, a screw cap having an outer side wall formed 
for threaded engagement with said nozzle and having an 
inner concentric cylindrical lip terminating in an engag 
ing end, said end being dimensioned to engage the outer 
surface of said mouting end of said spout, .whereby said 
spout may be seated in reverse positions with respect to 
said nozzle, with one of said engaging faces engaging said 
gasket to form a leakproof joint and, in extended position, 
be held rigidly in place by said screw cap. 
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